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is adapted to an in-depth investigation of the physical roots of
the trans effects for octahedral complexes. Two tools are particularly well fitted to monitor the variations of the electron density,
namely the Dual Descriptor (DD) 37–39 and the Extended Transition State - Natural Orbitals for Chemical Valence 40–42 (ETSNOCV). The latter does not strictly belong to C-DFT, still it uses
a density deformation matrix and therefore its theoretical framework is quite close to C-DFT. These two indexes combined together have proved very efficient to characterise, understand and
rationalise the electron density evolution during a chemical process 43,44 .
In this work, the results of a combined DD/ETS-NOCV survey
are reported. In a first part, the physical bases for both descriptors
are briefly recalled (see the ESI for more details). In a second part
the methodology to unravel the STE and KTE is presented. It is
then applied on a set of representative examples. The third part is
dedicated to the elaboration of a semi-quantitative scale of trans
orienting groups. The paper ends with some concluding remarks.

2

Theoretical backgrounds

2.1 State Specific Grand Canonical Dual Descriptor
The usual Dual Descriptor ∆ fusual (r) 45 is defined as the second
derivative of the electron density ρ(r) with respect to the number
of electrons N, at frozen geometry (the external potential v(r)
remaining constant).
 2

∂ ρ(r)
∆ fusual (r) =
(1)
∂ N 2 v(r)
It allows to characterise, in a single representation, regions within
a molecule that are prone to cede (∆ f (r) < 0) or receive (∆ f (r) >
0) electron density, the so-called nucleophilic and electrophilic
regions in organic chemistry 38,46 , and its use to understand the
reactivity of organometallic complexes 47,48 has recently been advocated.
Several approximations of the DD are found in the literature,
and are developed in the ESI. Here, we use a recently devised formulation, the so-called the "state-specific" approach 49–51 , where
the DD is identified to a sum of electron density differences between the nth excited and the ground states - the so called nth
state specific DDs. Indeed, most of the limitations of the usual approximations are avoided in this formalism; noticeably, the eventual orbital degeneracy is no longer a problem, nor the spin states
of the molecules and their associated N + 1/N − 1 forms (see the
ESI for more details). Furthermore, the DD within this approach
is expected to take into account polarisation effects 52 , and as such
to represent more accurately reactivity. More specifically, we focus on the first state specific DD ∆ f1 (r), which usually conveys
the major contribution to reactivity:
∆ f1 (r) = ρ1 (r) − ρ0 (r) ≈ ∆ f (r)

(2)

Here, we are interested in comparing chemical systems with
different numbers of electrons N. Equations (1) and (2) hold
only for a fixed N value (canonical ensemble), and a Legendre
transform to the grand-canonical ensemble is needed if one wants
to set N as a free parameter. The result of such a transform has
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already been reported 50 (and the details are recapped in the ESI),
and it can be shown that one simply needs to divide the canonical
DD by the square of the molecular hardness η in order to get the
Grand-Canonical Dual Descriptor (SS-GCDD) ∆s(r):
∆s(r) ≈

∆ f (r) ρ1 (r) − ρ0 (r)
≈
.
η2
η2

(3)

For the sake of simplicity and concision, in the following we
will refer to the SS-GCDD as the DD.
2.2 DD partition into reactive domains
In order to extract the meaningful chemical information contained within the DD, it is relevant to partition it into domains
of constant sign D±
i , associated to a univocal and specific reactivity. More precisely, all points belonging to a given D+
i (respectively D−
)
feature
a
positive
(resp.
negative)
DD
value
and are
i
surrounded by neighbours exhibiting the same DD sign, that corresponds to a predominant electrophilic (resp. nucleophilic) behaviour.
Such a real space partition can be achieved using Domains, a
recently developed code 53 . In the latest version of the program,
two thresholds are implemented in order to get a clearer picture
of the domains. The first threshold, τr , excludes from the domains
any point in space that would be closer than τr to any nucleus.
This allows to withdraw the contribution of core regions, which
are not expected to contribute significantly to the reactivity, or
which may not be accurately described (with the use of pseudopotentials). The second threshold, τDD , allows a better separation
of the domains by excluding any point in space associated to a
norm of the DD that is inferior to τDD (lower boundary). This
permits an efficient delimitation of the reactive sites.
It is possible to integrate the DD within these domains, and
thus to gain a deeper insight on the reactivity of the corresponding sites. More precisely, it is possible for each domain D±
i to compute its volume, VD± , the integrated value of the DD within this
i
volume, ∆s(D±
i ), and the average value of the DD in the domain,
∆s(D±
i ). This last value is expected to yield the most valuable information on the domain reactivity, since it shares the same unit
as the DD. As we will show in the last part, those average values
will actually be the basis for a quantification of the trans effect.
2.3 Extended Transition State - Natural Orbitals for Chemical Valence (ETS-NOCV)
The NOCV Ψi are the eigenvectors that diagonalise the deformation density ∆ρ(r) two isolated fragments undergo when they are
put into interaction. Mathematically speaking this can be translated by:
h
i
(4)
∆ρ(r) = ∑ νm −Ψ−m (r)2 + Ψm (r)2 .
m

Practically, the NOCVs permit a decomposition of the electron
density deformation on the basis of the orbitals of each isolated
fragment. It therefore helps to monitor the evolution of the electron density during a chemical process. For instance, it is possible to distinguish between σ and π bonding, and also to separate donation and back- donation effects 54 ; physics beneath the
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3.2 Comparing cis and trans positions
3.2.1 A first example of a d 6
[Co(NH3 )2 (NO2 )3 (CH3 )]–

STE

complex:

The first chosen example, [Co(NH3 )2 (NO2 )3 (CH3 )]– (1) is
known to show a marked STE 62 due to the methyl ligand. Indeed,
the Co(III)-NO2– bond length is 0.10 Å longer trans to CH3– than
cis. Two [ML5 ] fragments have been built by removing either the
trans or a cis nitrito ligand. The DDs computed for the fragments
are presented in figure 1. The similarity between the metal contributions to the DD in both fragments is striking. They comprise
a nucleophilic part reminiscent of a non-bonding metal d orbital,
and an electrophilic part developing towards the coordination vacancy. The latter feature could be expected: removing a ligand,
i.e. a nucleophile, will logically exacerbate the electrophilicity of
the remaining [ML5 ] species.

Fig. 1 DD isosurfaces for the [ML5 ] fragments deriving from complex 1.
Left: 1-trans, deprived from the trans nitrito group with respect to
methyl, -0.4 ≤ ∆s(r) ≤ 0.4 a.u. Right: 1-cis, deprived from the cis nitrito
with respect to methyl, −0.2 ≤ ∆s(r) ≤ 0.2 a.u. Surfaces colours: orange,
∆s(r) < 0; green, ∆s(r) > 0. Colour scheme: red, O atoms; blue, N
atoms; grey, C atoms; white, H atoms: lavender, Co atoms.
Coordination vacancies are directed on the right side of each [ML5 ]
+
fragment, and green arrows point towards the DCo
domains. Methyl
ligands are highlighted.

Table 2 DD condensation for [ML5 ] fragments deriving from complex 1.
All values in atomic units.

+
∆s(DCo
)

1-cis
145.6

1-trans
21.4

+
V (DCo
)

24.1

17.6

+
)
∆s(DCo

6.04

1.22

This electrophilic basin looks noticeably larger in 1-cis than in
1-trans, even using an isovalue that is twice higher. The results of
the condensation on these domains is summarised in table 2. In
the case of 1-trans, the integrated value is about 7 times smaller
than that of 1-cis. The volume of the domain is also smaller for
1-trans, but in a much weaker proportion (roughly 30%). In the
+
end, the mean value of the DD ∆s(DCo
) is much higher for 1-cis
than 1-trans. The trans position, being much less electrophilic
than the cis one, is then expected to stabilise less efficiently ligands: the associated metal-ligand bond is expected to be longer.
This is in total compliance with experimental results. This
could also be retrieved using NOCVs for the coordination of ni-
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trite to the [ML5 ] fragments. The deformation density associated to the first (and main) NOCV pair is represented on figure
2. In both cases the incoming ligand (NO2– ) loses electron density, which relocates between the ligand and the cobalt atom: a
cobalt-nitrite bond is formed. Furthermore, some internal relocations are observed on the [ML5 ] moiety.
Those can be seen as the withdrawal of an excess of electron
density that was transferred from the ligands to the metal cation
to counteract the coordination vacancy. Coordination of the cis nitrito is associated to a NOCV (±1) energetic stabilisation of 40.1
kcal/mol and a transfer of 0.66 electrons. On the other hand,
coordination of the trans nitrito is associated to an energetic stabilisation of 31.3 kcal/mol and a transfer of 0.57 electrons. The
metal-ligand bond is then weaker on the the trans position, and
as such we retrieve the expected STE.

Fig. 2 Deformation density for the first NOCV pair, associated to the
coordination of a nitrito ligand to 1-trans (left) and 1-cis (right).
Isovalue: ∆ρ (r) = ±4.10−3 a.u. Colour scheme: orange, ρ (r) depletion;
green, ρ (r) accumulation. Atom colours and orientations of the
fragments were chosen as in figure 1. The incoming ligand is located on
the right side of each complex, and methyl ligands are highlighted.

3.2.2 An example of a d 0 STE complex: [NbO(SCN)5 ]2–
The second example, [NbO(SCN)5 ]2– (2), is known to exhibit a
marked STE due to the oxide ligand 63 : the Nb(V)-SCN– bond
length is 0.18 Å longer trans to the oxido as compared to the cis
position. One can notice the formally d 0 electronic configuration
of the metal cation. Similarly to complex 1, two [ML5 ] fragments
have been built by removing the trans thiocyanate (2-trans) or
the cis one (2-cis), and the DD have been computed. The results
are displayed on figure 3.
The DD contributions on the metal cation are again similar.
Noticeably, the electrophilic part recalls a non-bonding metal d
orbital, in perfect line with the previous example. Indeed, in the
framework of MO theory, these non-bonding orbitals are empty
in the d 0 case, thus likely associated to electrophilicity, and fully
occupied in the d 6 case, and associated to nucleophilicity. In the
case of 2-cis, these electrophilic domains are adapted to fit a πdonor ligand, and thus may efficiently stabilise a N-bonding thiocyanate.
2-trans will not offer such a stabilisation: the electrophilic
domains develop perpendicularly to the eventual thiocyanateniobium bond. The trans thiocyanate is then expected to be much
less stabilised than the cis one. Furthermore, the DD lobes on the
trans thiocyanate in 2-cis are much more developed than on any
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Fig. 3 DD isosurfaces for the [ML5 ] fragments deriving from complex 2,
2-trans (left) and 2-cis (right). Isovalues: −0.2 ≤ ∆s(r) ≤ 0.2 a.u. Same
colour scheme as in figure 1, the S atoms being depicted in yellow. Top,
view along the O-Nb(V) bond ; bottom, side view. Green arrows
highlight the D+
Nb domains, and an asterisk highlights the oxide position.

other one. The aspect is indeed very typical of an isolated SCN–
ligand, thus suggesting that this ligand in the complex behaves
more like a free ligand than a coordinated one, not to say like
a leaving group. Unfortunately, the same partition as previously
could not be applied: only negligible values of the DD on the
trans position could be obtained, since no development of the DD
is observed on that position. Actually, this is not a pitfall: if no
quantification is possible in that case, one is still able to characterise a trans effect.
More insight is gained from the ETS-NOCV study of the coordination of thiocyanate to the [Nb(SCN)4 O]– fragments. The
results are recapped on figure 4. In the case of the cis SCN– ,
the main energetic stabilisation is associated to the formation of
a σ bond (NOCV ±2, -30.4 kcal/mol, 0.47 electrons transferred),
but the highest number of transferred electrons is associated to
the formation of a π bond (NOCV ±1, -12.7 kcal/mol, 0.49 electrons). A different tendency is observed for the trans SCN– : an
energetic stabilisation of -18.0 kcal/mol for the σ bond formation
(NOCV ± 1), and 0.34 electrons transferred, -8.1 kcal/mol and
0.52 electrons for the π bond formation (NOCV ± 2).
Roughly the same numbers of electrons are transferred during
the formation of the π bonds, but the associated energetic stabilisation is much higher for the cis SCN– . Regarding the σ bond
formation, both the number of transferred electrons and the energetic stabilisation are higher in the case of the cis SCN– . Thus
one expects the trans thiocyanate to be much less stabilised in
the complex than the cis ones, and as such to be more weakly
coordinated: a STE is retrieved.
3.3 Comparing trans orienting ligands
3.3.1 An example of a KTE complex: [Rh(NH3 )4 (H2 O)X]n+
The two previous examples, in addition to the 3 other examples
provided in ESI, confirmed that it is possible to highlight differences between the trans and cis positions in given complexes, and
to relate these differences to a possible STE or KTE. A further
step can be taken if one compares two different trans orienting
ligands, the remains of the complex being conserved.

Fig. 4 Deformation density associated to the first (upper side) and
second (lower side) NOCV pairs, for the coordination of a thiocyanate to
2-cis (left) and 2-trans (right). Same colour scheme as in figure 2, the
incoming ligand being located on the right side. Isovalue:
∆ρ (r) = ±4.10−3 a.u. Oxide ligand positions are highlighted by asterisks.

Let us consider [Rh(NH3 )4 (H2 O)X]n+ , with X = H2 O, n=3 (3H2 O) and X = Cl– , n=2 (3-Cl). It was shown experimentally that
water substitution proceeds 5000 times faster for 3-Cl than for 3H2 O 64 . In agreement with our methodology, we built two [ML5 ]
fragments based on these two complexes by removing the coordinated water molecule (ML5-3-H2 O and ML5-3-Cl), and computed the corresponding DD, as represented on figure 5. The DD
features are very similar to those observed for complex 1. Noticeably, we retrieve the d AO-type nucleophilic contribution on the
metal, and the electrophilic development towards the vacancy. It
is not plain whether ML5-3-H2 O or ML5-3-Cl bears the largest
contribution at first sight.
Table 3 DD condensation for [ML5 ] fragments deriving from complex 3.
All values in atomic units.

∆s(D+
Rh )

ML5-3-H2 O
43.9

ML5-3-Cl
21.9

V (D+
Rh )

25.2

19.2

∆s(D+
Rh )

1.74

1.14

Results of the condensation are gathered in table 3, and help to
answer this question. The integrated value of DD for ML5-3-H2 O
is approximately twice the value for ML5-3-Cl, while the volume
of the basins remains rather similar. As a consequence, the mean
value of the DD is higher for ML5-3-H2 O: the associated vacancy
exhibits a higher electrophilicity than the one on ML5-3-Cl. The
water molecule should then be more stabilised in 3-H2 O than in
3-Cl, and as such to be less easily replaced: we retrieve a KTE.
This is also confirmed at the NOCV level, as sketched on figure
6. In both cases, a basin of electron density relocation is observed
between the incoming water and the rhodium cation, indicating
the formation of a σ bond. Further reorganisation of electron
density is observed on the remaining of the ligand. It can be
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X=
CH3–
CO
NO2–
Pyridine
NH3
Cl–
H2 O
Fig. 8 Deformation density associated to the first NOCV pair for the
coordination of H2 O to ML5-4-OH (left) and ML5-4-SO3 (right). Same
colours scheme, orientations and isovalues as figure 2. The incoming
water molecule is located on the lower side.

around the metal cation: systematically, lower values were observed on the position where either a STE or a KTE is expected.
This is in perfect line with the conclusions of both Chval and De
Proft (and co-workers) 31,32 . The former interpreted the trans effects as a "competition between the ligands [...] for the opportunity to donate their electron density to the central" metal cation.
On the other hand, the latter proposed that a very efficient donation from the trans orienting ligand would translate in an electron
density accumulation on the trans position, which in turn would
induce a strong Pauli repulsion with the trans ligand, hence destabilising it. It is obvious that both effects would translate in a
smaller electrophilicity on the trans position with respect to the
strongest donor, as observed.
We intend to show in this last part that this electrophilicity can
be used to draw a quantitative scale of the trans orienting ligands.
This scale resembles the experimental one, which is roughly the
following (ranking from high STE to low) 2,3,6 :
CH3− ≈ CO ≈ NO2− > Cl− > Pyridine > NH3 > H2 O
Let
us
then
consider
complex
3
derivatives
[Rh(NH3 )4 (H2 O)X]n+ with X belonging to the previous series. If we apply the same methodology as in part 3.3, for every
fragment [Rh(NH3 )4 X]n+ an electrophilic domain is observed
on the metal cation, pointing towards the vacancy. Because the
shapes of the DD are always the same, in the following we will
only discuss the condensed values. They are all summed up in
table 5.
As previously, the ranges of both the integrated DD values and
the volume of the electrophilic domains are large. On the other
hand, the mean values are rather close to unity (ranging from
0.36 to 1.74 a.u.), with a smaller dispersion. Furthermore, as
we discussed in the "Theoretical backgrounds" part, these mean
values are also more readily understandable than mere integrated
values, having the same units than the DD. In our context, they
are the best index to build a quantitative scale.
Ranking the ligands from the lowest to the highest mean values
∆s(D+
Rh ), one obtains:
NO2− < CH3− ≈ CO < NH3 < Cl− < Pyridine < H2 O

∆s(D+
Rh )
9.5
14.1
1.6
36.4
18.5
21.9
43.9

V (D+
Rh )
10.7
15.8
4.5
24.9
17.9
19.2
25.2

∆s(D+
Rh )
0.88
0.89
0.36
1.47
1.03
1.14
1.74

trieves that the high field ligands are associated to the lowest
electrophilicity, and as such to stronger trans effects. The order
of the weak trans orienting ligands seems on the other hand less
correctly reproduced.
This was rather expected, since the experimental series is averaged over large sets of complexes, studied in rather different
conditions (temperature, solvents). This experimental series provides a rough trend, rather than a precise order, and many exceptions are known 6 . As such, our computed ranking might actually bear much meaning than the experimental series. Noticeably,
it should be possible to isolate the contribution of each experimental parameter - temperature, pressure, solvent - to the overall
trans effect, using a purely computational framework. Such a
study goes beyond the scope of this paper, and may be the subject
of a following survey.
In order to confirm our calculated scale, at least on the strongfield part of the series, we decided to study another series of
complexes 67 , [Ru(NH3 )5 X]n+ (5) with the same X - to the exception of NH3 , which would be meaningless, since no differentiation
would be seen due to the octahedral symmetry. The shape of the
DD is also very similar to the previous examples, and we will only
discuss the numerical values, summarised in table 6. The order
of the ligands, ranked from the lowest to the highest ∆s(D+
Ru ) is:
NO2− < CH3− < CO < Pyridine < Cl− < H2 O
As one can remark, the same order as previously is obtained for
the lowest contributions, NO2– , CH3– and CO being in both cases
strong trans orienting ligands. On the other hand, the order of
the weak trans orienting ligands is different, being closer to the
experimental trends.
Table 6 DD condensation for [ML5 ] fragments deriving from complex 5.
All values in atomic units.

X=
CH3–
CO
NO2–
Pyridine
Cl–
H2 O

∆s(D+
Ru )
22.4
18.3
21.0
29.4
36.3
43.2

V (D+
Ru )
28.9
21.5
35.2
26.1
26.4
30.6

∆s(D+
Ru )
0.77
0.85
0.60
1.13
1.37
1.41

which is close to the experimental series. Noticeably, one re1–9 | 7
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Table 5 DD condensation for [ML5 ] fragments deriving from complex 3.
All values in atomic units.

5

Conclusions

In conclusion, we showed that it is possible to retrieve the trans
effects for some octahedral complexes, using tools from conceptual DFT or close paradigms. It seems that both effects are due
to differences in the way electron density is likely to reorganise
in the complex, under the influence of a specific ligand. This
ligand, by decreasing the need for electron density on the trans
position, weakens the associated metal-ligand bond and as such
leads to an increase in the bond length or kinetics. Monitoring
the electrophilicity allows then to characterise and quantify the
trans effects, and permitted us to build a quantitative scale of
the trans orienting ligands following a systematic approach. This
scale, although not perfect, follows rather closely the experimental trends. This suggests that trans effects are primarily controlled
by the electron density donation properties of the ligands on the
trans position. The rather large diversity of studied cases, either
in transition metal series and ligand types, suggests these findings
are quite general.
Both trans effects are often encountered in coordination chemistry, but failed to be precisely understood. We hope our results
will help to change this fact, and may for instance allow to rationally design molecular devices for specific drug delivery or catalysis, basing on KTE. On a wider scope, we hope our combined
DD/NOCV study will stimulate a further research effort, in order to enlighten the physics beneath metal-ligands interaction in
coordination complexes.
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